Intercept is among the first to participate in
new Microsoft Azure Expert Managed Service
Provider program
Intercept is one of only a few companies to join the new Microsoft Azure
Expert Managed Service Provider (MSP) program. The program rewards only
organizations designated as the most experienced with Microsoft Azure.

Go to the press release
Intercept is one of only a few companies to join the new Microsoft Azure Expert
Managed Service Provider (MSP) program. The program rewards only
organizations designated as the most experienced with Microsoft Azure.
Companies recognized as Azure Expert MSPs are able to deliver business
solutions on Azure on a large scale and in complex situations.

Experience and the latest technologies
In order to receive the new partner status, companies must have a strong focus on
Azure. Intercept decided to fully shift its focus to Azure. By designing, implementing
and managing Azure solutions on a daily basis, Intercept has gained momentum,
valuable knowledge and experience on the Azure cloud platform. By continuously
improving their designs and managed service practice Intercept has shown to be a
front runner when it comes to incorporating new Azure functionality into their
customer solutions.

The expertise of Intercept has not gone unnoticed at Microsoft. Intercept has been
approached to participate in the admission program for the Azure Expert MSP
certification. The audit demonstrates that Intercept provides high quality solutions
which are financially solid and are fit for purpose. Intercept has proven to use the
latest Azure technologies and has a lot of customer experience and offers high
quality support in complex situations.
“We were obviously very excited when Microsoft asked us to be part of the Microsoft
Azure Expert MSP pilot. That we have come through the tough audit is the ultimate
confirmation of the many hours we put into Azure and the knowledge and experience
we have gained as a result," according to Intercept CEO Job Verhagen.

Excellent service
The Azure Expert MSP recognition goes beyond the current status to distinguish
partners in Azure. As customers move to the public cloud with increasing pace, they
need partners with a deep level of cloud expertise and experience to guide them.
Inclusion in the Microsoft Azure Expert MSP program is awarded to partners that
meet a stringent set of requirements, including verified proof of excellence in
customer delivery and technical expertise, and the successful completion of an
independent audit of their managed services, people, processes, and technologies.
Only the most high-fidelity cloud managed service providers are awarded the Azure
Expert MSP badge, intended to give customers confidence when selecting a partner
to help them meet their digital transformation goals.

Gavriella Schuster, corporate vice president, One Commercial Partner, Microsoft Corp.
said,“Thanks to partners such as Intercept we can help ensure excellent service on
Microsoft Azure worldwide. We are proud that Intercept is part of our Azure Expert
MSP program. This new recognition offers our customers certainty that an
organization provides excellent services on Azure.”

Investments by Microsoft
Recognition as an Azure Expert MSP is not only a recognition of the knowledge and
skills of Intercept, the company can also count on additional support from Microsoft.
Support that benefits the customers of Intercept.

